Abstract. -This article draws attention to the differences between Latin American and Angloamerican gardens, gardening and horticulture. From an aesthetic point of view, gardens and parks in Latin America may look beautiful. However, they are often deficient as regards horticulture. The negative consequences of this phenomenon range from less ecological consciousness and fewer amenities to the lack of both scientific and practical training in horticulture, and the loss of economic opportunities. History, be it the sophisticated Mesoamerican gardening, or the colonial heritage, and psychological attitudes might explain these patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Living or travelling in the Americas one cannot help observing the great contrasts between Angloamerica and Latinamerica in gardens, gardening or horticulture and all affiliated branches. Whereas the United States of America and Canada boast some highly innovative horticulture and often likewise innovative gardening, whereas many of their numerous botanical gardens rank among the best in the world, Latin America disappoints in all of these aspects. The consequences for the countries south of the border between the United States and Mexico are manyfold. They reach from less ecological awareness and less ameneties to less economic opportunities, although many Latin Americans most likely do not feel deprived and are not aware of these differences. Perhaps the late Roberto Burle L. Marx (1909 Marx ( -1994 , Latin America's most famous garden architect, summed up these deficiencies best, when remarking in an interview, that first in the Botanical Garden of Berlin he had learned to appreciate the beauty and potential of the flora of his native Brazil. Almost more revealing sound his concluding remarks that the lack of skilled gardeners in his country hindered the execution of any similar garden schemes. 1 Neither Latin America's physical geography nor its native floras justify these contrasts. Probably history and mental attitudes have influenced these patterns far more decisively. Any explications are elusive and frequently open to rather biassed interpretations.
SOURCES AND LITERATURE
The scarcity of documentary evidence and research on these topics concerning Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula must be considered a serious drawback, whereas the abundance of literature on the United States and Canada support the theme of this paper -that is of unbalance. The emphasis of this paper will be on Latin America. Some of these tentative analyses and conclusions ought to be considered rather as a stimulus for further research than as hard facts, not to be modified again.
DEFINITIONS
Another problem are vocabulary and definitions for gardens, gardening, gardener, horticulture or horticulturists, and all related terms. As regards the indigenous languages, as well as Spanish, Portuguese or other languages we may have the terms and their translations, however, we do not know what they were to convey or what reality looked like. Not a written document but John White's water colour sketch of 1585 perhaps illustrates this best. Although his painting brought already order to the gentle chaos, Theodore de Bry's engraving, based on it, turned native mixed cropping, which must be assumed, into a Flemish-style regimented potager. Geometric design, neat rows of beds with maize, sunflowers, squash or tobacco, considered, in the eye of the beholder, the correct ways of horticulture, ruled out any disorder. Neither the painter's and engraver's skill nor their mind could grasp sound knowledge and ecologically wise methods, developed over centuries, in disorder. 2 Until today it is a matter of personal opinion if, in connection with precolumbian America, the term agriculture is substituted by horticulture. Some scientists argue that the very implements, various forms of planting sticks or of crude spade-like tools, the care for the individual plants and the absence of the Old World plough, justify the label horticulture for any type of cultivation.
3 In order to have more scope in expressing oneself it might be wiser to use the terms garden and horticulture sparingly. Likewise it is often a matter of opinion to call a parcel of cultivated land a garden or a field. Because of their frequent lack of any horticultural experience, even records of eyewitnesses of the past centuries have to be screened with more than the usual caution. When doing fieldwork modern scientists still have realized that their indigenous counterparts do not reveal essential facts, if not asked explicitly. Whereas the scientists do not perceive what they are missing, their counterparts consider many facts as common knowledge, not worth talking about or, in the case of religious and ritual implications, as inopportune, antiquated or too heathen to be mentioned. At times scientists realize certain facts, however, they do not understand the reasons behind those facts, which might reveal century-long weather experiences or some sound assessment of soils. In spite of surviving evidence and recent research, our knowledge of precolumbian gardens and horticulture is still rather hazy, apart from the problems of definitions mentioned above. 
THE LAND AND ITS NATIVE PLANTS
The very vastness of the Americas, their climatic zones, reaching from the equator north and south over dozens of latitudes, and the diverse geomorphology explain the enormous range of natural habitats from deserts to evergreen tropical rain forests. The predominantly northsouth running mountain ranges and the history of glaciation facilitated plant migration and plant survival during climatic changes. The two major biogeographical regions of holarctica and the neotropis overlap in the area of what is today Mexico and the Caribbean. North America, Europe and Asia form holarctica. The neotropical biogeographical region extends to the southern tip of South America where it meets the floristic region of Antarctica. During climatic changes plants of cooler or warmer climates could survive and migrate to the north or to the south via high altitude mountain ranges or via the lowlands. Certain areas, e.g. the southeastern part of the North American prairies, the highlands of Central Mexico and part of inland Amazonia towards the Andes, are considered to have been particularly important as centres of diversity, from where plants originated.
Breeding, that is the upgrading of plants more to the liking for human use often seems to have been initiated in different regions. Especially in the areas of the advanced civilizations, in Mesoamerica and in the central Andes, the autochthonous population added hundreds of cultivars to the existing wealth of plants, of which ethnobotanists so far probably have only been able to glimpse a fraction. If we look today at marygolds (Tagetes erecta), almost gaudy in their size and colour, we tend to consider them a modern cultivar -and yet Francisco Hernández (15177-1587) had this variety of cempoalxóchitl, the Aztec flower of the Dead, already included in his inventory of the Mexican highland flora. Cempoalxóchitl differs greatly from the far more modest wildflower to be seen along tierra templada roadsides. The ingenuity and patience of the autochthonous people to discover useful plants in the wilderness for food, fibre, for dying or painting, as medicines or for building material and for a plethora of other uses still surprise today. Not only did people exploit nature's bounty for their material needs but also obviously for pleasure or to be integrated into their religious believes.
GARDENS AND GARDENING IN LATIN
AMERICA BEFORE AND AFTER THE CONQUISTA
PRECOLUMBIAN GARDENS AND GARDENING
Apart from customary agriculture the advanced civilizations definitely also practised more specialized gardening. Here they concentrated on certain plants, e.g. the different varieties of chilis (Capsicum var.) which required more care like transplanting and artificial irrigation. As a rule, still today their cultivation is not integrated into any system of mixed cropping. However, in parts of Mesoamerica most likely market gardening, not kitchen gardens provided the bulk of these speciality crops. If we define kitchen gardens as parcels of land, close to the house or part of the family compound, supplying the household with a major part of its vegetables, fruit and herbs, precolumbian America might not have had kitchen gardens. Still today Mexicans in the countryside may have, if not only a patio, a garden, frequently around or behind their house with a few plants, often in containers for protection and easier watering and some fruit trees which also provide shade or protect the roof from too heavy rains. Any surplus, be it flowers, fruit or whatever, are shared with friends and relatives or occasionally also taken to nearby markets. Self-sufficiency, like in Central European peasant communities, never seems to have been a goal even in subsistence farming, so often quoted by modern scientists. Going to the market and participating in markets always has been an essential element of life. Harvests from the kitchen gardens support human interaction and the network of reciprocal help or exchange. Not kitchen gardens but agriculture, in a few areas also market gardening and, if possible, the exploitation of the wilderness fringe beyond the settlements, supplied the major quantities of food or other necessities.
In the areas of the advanced civilizations the élite, or at least the rulers, definitely also had gardens or parks for pleasure and for their plant collections, that is botanical gardens for experimenting. However, what had the first Europeans in the New World actually seen? Did they interpret, what they observed, according to what they knew from their home countries and what they thought appropriate to report? 4 In spite of some glowing descriptions, in spite of garden archeology and deductions from modern anthropology or ethnobotany it has to be repeated that we actually know discouragingly little on precolumbian gardens. In his book "Gardens of Mexico" Antonio Haas suggested the roof garden as the only authentic garden element of precolumbian America. Yet, in the Old and in the New World people tend to use any flat roofs and terraces as surplus space, and be it for plants. 5 Perhaps the Mexicans' love for flowers, still so endearing today, must be considered the most conspicuous characteristic dating back to before the conquista, although one wonders if all strata of society and all indigenous groups share these traits.
GARDENS AND HORTICULTURE IN LATIN AMERICA FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO TODAY
With the taking over of the New World by the Old World colonial powers their garden culture and the garden culture of later immigrants began to shape gardening, gardens and horticulture in the Americas. Only in the areas of the advanced civilizations indigenous forms of market gardening probably survived for considerable time. Concerning the new settlements it is to be doubted whether, apart from some plants and their cultivation practises, pre-conquest gardens influenced post-conquest gardens to any degree. After the Conquista, when reconstruction began and the new masters integrated parks and gardens into their urban planning, indigenous labour, if it could be recruited, probably never had the chance to influence their lay-out, in spite of doing all manual work. Although the Spaniards quickly also relied on useful native American plants, in their overseas gardens for religious, medicinal and nostalgic purposes they probably continued to favour the 6 However, judging from Mexican documentary evidence, there is no denying that Spaniards neither thought gardens nor garden plants a topic to describe, to reflect on or to correspond about. Particularly, also for later centuries, plant lists seem scarce to nonexistent. When doing research on the agricultural estates of the Mexican Jesuit Colegio del Espíritu Santo in Puebla, the second largest one of Latin America, the author looked at any document to be found and accessible in various countries. The Jesuits of Central Mexico, usually either born in Spain or in Mexico, had gardens with most of their urban and rural residences as well as an international network to rely on. Yet, their hundreds of letters do not reveal any interest in gardens and in gardening. It might be interesting to investigate whether Spanish attitudes, as we shall see later, also prevailed in areas beyond the orbit of the advanced civilizations and where Jesuits of other nationalities, e.g. from the northern Habsburg Empire, did their work.
The former garden of the Carmelites in Chimalistac and San Angel, today parts of Mexico City, might be the best researched ecclesiastic garden in Latin America. Compared with the already then incredibly rich garden literature of 17 th century England or Germany, the Mexican documents only yield disappointingly few details. Eyewitnesses stress the bountiful harvests of fruit, mentioning about fifteen different varieties of pears. The coloured 17 th century map of the garden (huerta) looks beautiful, however, does not reveal much. The extensive orchard, pointed out by symbols for trees, surrounds the kitchen garden where the workforce cultivated hortalizas, as the map indicates. Here the Carmelites grew vegetables and herbs, to be sold wholesale to hucksters for further distribution as the interrogated witnesses revealed. The actual jardín, to be enjoyed by the monks during their leisure time and only occupying a fraction of the entire complex, was integrated with the convent buildings. Although some other records mention that the Carmelites had imported plants from Europe for experimenting, this seems to have been more the exception than the rule. In Latin America still today, whether in cities or in the country, private houses and private gardens are exactly that -private. They are hidden away and protected by walls, frequently spiked with sherds of broken glass or by living hedges and fences, often consisting of cacti, agaves or euphorbias.
Since precolumbian times also invisible lines seem to mark private ground. The climate-adapted vernacular house construction, like in the Old World, sheltered against hot arid summers, against dust storms or cold and humid winters. Walls and fences protected, to a certain degree, against unwelcome intruders or enemies, be they beast or man. All houses, the lowely peasant dwelling as well as the mansion or palace, do not open themselves to the public by sharing their gardens. In this respect Mediterranean traditions blended with precolumbian ones.
The vicissitudes of the Germanic migrations and of the Reconquista obscure if any Germanic elements survived in Spain and in Portugal. In spite of the Reconquista Spaniards knew of the splendour of Islamic gardens and admired their superior horticulture. However, occasionally one cannot help wonder, if this very splendour is not being overvalued and the very privacy, its definitely undemocratic access to it, forgotten.
If Spain and, to a far lesser degree, Portugal deserve praise for their stewardship in the Americas, it must be also because of introducing certain obligations to provide urban amenities, in this case public urban green. From the very beginning of the colonial period in Latin America urban design stressed the creation of public urban space. Spanish town planning in reality never became as rigid as the corresponding laws make believe. Larger settlements boasted minor plazas and squares or churches and convents devoted valuable ground to open and enclosed yards, free to public access. Mexico City's spacious Alameda, created in 1592 by Viceroy Luis de Velasco II, became the first public park in the Americas.
Public parks and gardens seem to have been a new element in American town planning as in precolumbian America public open urban spaces generally formed part of the built environment. Later in Latin America particularly the central plazas, but also the parks, over the centuries experienced changes in their design and plants, however, on the whole they did survive. Under French influence first during the 19 th century the central plazas in the city centres acquired their band stands, their often rigidly pruned and trimmed trees or shrubs, some turf and a few flowers, usually with an emphasis on roses. Yet, in the case of Latin America until recently as a rule city planners and architects, never garden designers and horticulturists, determined the availability and physiognomy of public urban green, Burle L. Marx probably becoming the first outstanding exception in Brazil. In many instances private or public ownership of urban green space does not matter, e.g. in its impact on the microclimate. Considering the physiognomy of a city and for a multitude of other aspects the ownership of space, however has enormous consequences. Representatives of city councils or private owners decide on resource allocation, to put it grandly. They determine the design, the plant selection or quantity of water being used, all factors, revealing the economic and educational potential. The limited range of species and cultivars, the frequent wasting of costly water or the lack of horticultural skills in Latin America are painfully apparent, particularly when compared with its neighbours, the United States and Canada. In spite of public parks and gardens in many cases appearing beautiful to the ecologically and horticulturally untrained eye, one comes to the almost heretic conclusion that the science of horticulture and the training in horticulture since the Conquista have been badly neglected. One asks for the reasons why?
REASONS FOR LATIN AMERICA'S UNFAVOURABLE PATTERNS IN GARDENS AND GARDENING
As has been said in the introduction, until further research all reasons for the problems of Latin America's gardens and gardening ought to be considered as tentative assessments. However curious it may sound, the highly sophisticated precolumbian market gardening on the long run may also have curbed further development. The Spaniards, as first-comers to the American continent, by chance stumbled into the area of the most advanced agriculture and market gardening on the continent. Compared with Aztec markets, their display of fruit, vegetables and flowers or other merchandise, even Andalusian ones must have looked meagre. After the introduction of a few European plants, to which they were accustomed, there was no earthly reason why the Spaniards should have changed anything in the areas of the advanced civilizations. Beyond these areas, the immigrants by necessity either immediately had to take up establishing kitchen-gardens themselves or they had to be satisfied with rather poor, if not unhealthy cooking. In the northern French, British and Dutch possessions the immigrants introduced European kitchen-gardens and later also market-gardening, whereas in the areas of present day Argentina or Venezuela the diet and cuisines remained sadly deficient until more recently immigrants, particularly Italians and Ukranians in Argentina or farmers from Portugal or the Canary Islands in Venezeula, improved this situation. Most other reasons predominantly have to be seen in the context of the cultural background. They originate from mental and traditional attitudes which, to a certain degree, expose any scientist to be accused of using clichés and of being politically not correct. Whereas history and the political structure provide the matrix for these attitudes and traditions, economic aspects, as insiders stress so often, seem to have been less decisive. For many explanations concerning the Americas we have to turn to Europe.
Contrary to other parts of Europe, particularly to Central Europe and to the British Isles, on the Iberian Peninsula, because of surviving Islamic traditions and of the Reconquista, as well as because of the marked contrasts between the different social strata manual labour always has been thought demeaning. To this day the great personalities, who excel in practical gardening, in plant breeding and in garden design, as well as becoming great horticultural writers are still unthinkable on the Iberian Peninsula. In the transatlantic context the availability, first, of the conquered, and, later, of a surplus of people, bound to do manual work or desperate for work, facilitated the transfer and survival of this pattern. All over the Iberian Peninsula as well as in Latin America do-it-yourself gardening of the more wealthy or the mutual respect between patron and head gardener, so common in many other countries, are still unthinkable.
As regards gender-specific responsibilities, in Latin America precolumbian traditions blended with Islamic ones, binding women to the house. Smaller-scale gardens still today belong to the domain of the women. They care for the pots, the patios and the patches close to the house, where vegetables, flowers or a few fruit trees are being grown. In Mediterranean societies, as well as in precolumbian ones, men worked in agriculture or in market gardening, women only occasionally assisting with lighter chores.
9 Exclusively men have always created or cared for more prestigious gardens belonging to rural estates or to houses in affluent suburbs. Only rather recently female architects and garden designers have broken this pattern. For manual labour cities still hire chiefly untrained men to work in public parks and gardens. In a gender-specific context men considered gardens and horticulture of too trifling importance as to dedicate themselves to either. Yet women had too little interest, education or scope to bring forth outstanding and influential personalities in this field.
10
Compared with gardens, gardening and horticulture the pure science of botany since its emergence always has been an entirely different story on the Iberian Peninsula and later also in Latin America. Repeatedly rulers or governments invested considerable money in botanical exploration or research, be it during the reign of Philipp II, the 9 Sahagún, Historia General (note 4), vol.2, pp.584-590 and pp. 601-608. Compare also Haas in his preface: "My fondness for gardens must go back to when I became aware that such places existed and had a name of their own. In macho Mexico such an inclination in a child was not considered wholesome"; Haas, Gardens (note 5), p. 9. age of enlightenment or today. Botany, even if supported by fieldwork, however, is not the same as gardening and horticulture. Although since the renaissance in the entire Spanish and Portugese culture sphere, in Europe and overseas, botany has always ranked high, this never seems to have encouraged horticulture as well, for which the few botanical gardens most of them only founded recently, bear witness. Until further research one hesitates to include here members of the Habsburg family, be they Charles V (1516-1556), Philip II (1556 -1598 or Archduchess Leopoldina (1797-1826), who married the later emperor of Brazil, and Maximilian, from 1863-1867 emperor of Mexico, in spite of their interest in plants and their love for gardens. Although they had the power, the financial resources and the international relations, they probably neither intended to bring about a decisive change nor would they have been able to do so. In contrast to other European countries and to the later United States and to Canada the extensive network of garden enthusiasts, plant collectors or garden writers was missing on the Iberian Peninsula and in Latin America. The few exceptions, in Spain to this day often belonging to the nobility or to the very rich, could not compete with the almost astounding number of garden lovers and horticulturists from all strata of society in other countries. More mental attitudes than only economic reasons explain these phenomena. With élite gardening, however, be it a Habsburg king or a present-day business tycoon, their garden schemes also tend to be a demonstration of their wealth and power. In Great Britain and other continental European countries with a solid medieval foundation in garden culture and in horticulture, since the renaissance both not only have continued to prosper but also have gained new impetus, only experiencing few set-backs due to political turmoil. In the pursuit of useful plants and of plants which only gave joy, pleasing the senses and the mind, in the great game for new plants, in the description and the growing of traditional plants, the English, the French, German or Dutch speaking countries bypassed the Mediterranean ones easily, Italy being, to a certain degree to this day, the exception. Protestantism with its encouragement of private reading certainly also helped to promote garden literature, but definitely religion did not make any decisive difference.
12 Agricultura de Jardines by Gregorio de los Ríos, published 1592 in Madrid, became an impressive yet solitary exception to this trend. Unfortunately the beautiful 1991 edition of this treatise does not discuss its contemporary distribution in Spain and in Spain's overseas provinces or elsewhere -and be it only Portugal. 13 Similarly, from a comparative point of view, one might again hold the heretic view why did the Spaniards in the New World only collect so few plants to be introduced to Europe. The land and sea routes, the for centuries strictly controlled shipping facilities, the still only rudimentary technology and limited freight space do not suffice to explain this phenomenon. Certain The ancient Mediterranean practise of considering private or public gardens and parks more in the context of architecture and urban planning than in the context of horticulture still rules Latin America today. Most famous gardens have been planned by architects, not by great gardeners.
18 Again, frequently in Latin America not university faculties of agriculture, but of architecture have introduced environmental and landscape planning or of garden and park design into their curricula.
Did Islamic rulers finance the making of gardens for their delight and for displaying their wealth, likewise the same must be said of all parks in Madrid and its vicinity. Continuity and support over decades, not to mention centuries, never have blessed Spain and Portugal. In Latin America abrupt beginnings and endings still rule the day which, considering the fragility of gardens or parks, are far more disruptive, if not destructive, than in the case of monuments of stone and mortar. If Spanish kings had plans for gardens and parks executed, already their successors allowed them to deteriorate -and be it only for lack of financial resources. In the few instances when foreign experts in horticulture travelled in Spain they remarked on the general neglect of gardens and parks.
19 Mediterranean garden design always has favoured the use of water, of statues, of containers with plants -almost to be moved around like furniture -and the rather limited use of plants. If not foreign examples are being followed, e.g. in tourist areas, still today on the Iberian Peninsula or in Latin America architects and architectural garden design easily bypass the trained horticulturist. Occasionally it seems to be more common to find the cooperation between architects and botanists than with gardeners.
Neither restricted financial resources nor the physical geography but only tradition, mentality and taste explain the physiognomy of Spanish and Portugese gardens and parks. Rich and poor seem to be satisfied with the colour green, that is with trees and shrubs, preferably both subject to strict trimming and pruning, and with some turf or lawn. Nobody craves for splurging in flowering plants. We see the ubiquitous rose, to be supplemented by lilac, the iris and a few other flowers. More to the south the American geranium and bougainvillea have usurped considerable space. In vain, however, does one search for different and newer cultivars of any species. The trees give shade, the gardens often look beautiful as long as one does not expect plant diversity or innovative and ecologically sound horticulture. Small wonder that gardens and parks on the Iberian Peninsula as well as in Latin America do not always give pleasure to the discerning eye.
CONSEQUENCES FOR LATIN AMERICA
There is general agreement that gardens as a rule rank among the most stable ecological systems of the world. Involvement in their creation and in caring for them teach ecological awareness and responsibility. Gardening never seems to have ranked high for spending one's leisure time in the Iberian World. Countries with ecologically more sound horticulture, like the United States of America, definitely also have ecological problems, however, a relatively high percentage of conservationists fight for more responsible earthcare policies instead of sheer exploitation and consumption of natural resources.
Neither in Latin America, nor in Spain and Portugal are people looking for guidance to horticulturally more advanced countries which share certain characteristics in their physical geography. Whereas in the meantime United States intellectuals and greens attack the highly unecological lawns and advocate different groundcovers or become most ingenious in developing a wide range of water-saving horticulture, all this is still virtually unheard of in Latin America and on the Iberian Peninsula. 20 Likewise so far neither Spain, Portugal nor Latin America assist conspicuously in the crusades for the preservation and the cultivation of their native plants in gardens and parks. If we do see examples, e.g. the planting of native cacti and agaves in public urban gardens or along roads, the responsible personnel seems to have copied foreign ideas, without paying too much attention to sitespecific conditions. The mature plants, necessary for instant-gardening, frequently have not been purchased in nurseries but taken from the wilderness. Insufficient knowledge in horticulture leads to less resilience against foreign innovations or fashions which might be questionable when transferred to other areas. Often wealthy home owners see their dream garden in glossy foreign journals. Their architect indicates the major features and contours of the garden, whereas a local gardener with his usually limited plant resourses provides the furnishing.
21
Many of these problems definitely must be seen in the context of the low regard for horticultural experimenting, research and training. In Spain and Portugal, this unfortunate tradition might be traced back as far as the Middle Ages or, at least, to the renaissance, With the colonial period the problem was transferred to Spanish America and to Brazil, to be perpetuated there.
In Latin America the few botanical gardens, most of them only established recently, tell their own story. Many fight for financial survival. All, like the Jardín Botánico of the National University, Mexico City, incidentally, stress native plants and research.
22 They hardly pay any attention to horticulture and to education in gardening, that is they differ greatly from botanical gardens in Angloamerica or other parts of the world, which serve various goals. Latin American botanical gardens as a rule do not even experiment with their countries' native flora for garden use. The scarcity, if not non-existence, of training facilities at different levels in horticulture and in garden or environmental planning will curb future improvements.
Although the consequences, to a certain degree, are so interwoven with each other that they cannot easily be isolated, major economic drawbacks have to be considered: The frequent absence of well-cared kitchen gardens has its impact on diets and household budgets.
23
Whereas Angloamerica and many other countries draw considerable income from the horticultural sector and all affiliated branches, in Latin America private or government aided enterprise is only rudimentarily developed. Even plant-and flower cultivation for export has often been organized and financed by foreigners.
Latin America has a rich tradition of bookwriting, bookmaking and of quality journalism. As regards gardens and horticulture, because of the dearth, if not non-existence, of garden books, garden journalism and related literature, foreign publishers step in or native publishers only offer translations of horticultural literature, as a rule written for entirely different natural habitats. Neither in Spain and Portugal nor in Latin America horticultural manuals are for sale, based on practical experience and written for the different climatic zones and altitudes.
24 Horticulture, not adapted to the local ecology, exacts a heavy price. Precious water is wasted. Non-pollution-resistant shrubs and trees die and have to be replaced. Unsuitable grasses for lawn or turf instead of more resilient ground covers burden any city budget unnecessarily. Lack of experimenting to discover suitable plants in connection with prevalent pollution in Latin America also increasingly cause more health problems, that is also costs, e.g. because of allergies or respirational illnesses. There might be better choices than Australian eucalyptus for Latin America city parks and streets.
With rising urbanization and a still growing population the Iberian heritage as regards gardens and horticulture has to be deplored to a certain degree. Can different patterns and attitudes be taught?
GARDENS AND HORTICULTURE IN THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND IN CANADA
The area of what is today the United States of America and Canada, lying beyond Mesoamerica, that is the area of the advanced civilizations, participated in the continent's wealth of plants, however, as far as we know not in any more conspicuous horticultural traditions. Disposing the indigenous population of their territory, the Europeans, be they British, French, Dutch or Germans and their descendants introduced the traditions and practices of their countries of origin. Already the early settlers integrated American plants into their agriculture and horticulture. Almost more astounding was the interest of their native countries for the plants of the New World. Certain similarities in climate, shorter and more frequent crossings of the Atlantic, far less official planning matched by far more freedom of action, stimulated plant exchange. Considering gardens, gardening and horticulture the English, the French and the Germans probably left the greatest impact. Their kitchen gardens which in the beginning, before the emergence of market gardening, were essential, combined household requirements with pleasure, that is useless flowers. Only some religious communities, 25 Since there is so much literature on the history of gardening and horticulture for Angloamerica and, to a certain degree, also on French Canada, only a brief summary will be given here. Whereas in Spain and Portugal official institutions, be they Crown, Church or city councils, became the decisive factors in horticulture, to the north from the very beginning, particularly in the British colonies, also private persons played a major role. Not only the titled and the wealthy, the scientists and the gardeners tried to acquire new plants for their gardens. With frequently only some brief timelag on both sides of the Atlantic all strata of society were keen on planting yet unfamiliar species. States probably changed or destroyed more native vegetation than Latin Americans, however, almost simultaneously with destruction conservationists started to fight for preservation. Some had gained their ecological awareness and ecological education from gardening. By now the horticultural sector with a multitude of related branches forms a billion dollar segment of the United States economy. Over and over again innovative ideas in horticulture originate in the United States -often to be copied or adapted worldwide. The anti-lawn movement or crusades for water-saving horticulture and the protection of native plants, mentioned above, are now being complemented by pioneering garden schemes for specific groups, be they socially disadvantaged, disabled or terminally ill.
On the background of their geographical diversity neither in the USA nor in Canada and because of individual taste nowhere the American garden or park have been created. Yet the garden scene in both countries belongs to one of the most adventurous and ever changing positive features of the human landscape. Whereas in Latin America particularly ecological and horticultural aspects are still sadly missing or neglected, to the north nobody dares to disregard them.
CONCLUSIONS
In the beginning it was not to be anticipated how precolumbian and postcolumbian traditions were to influence gardens, horticulture and all economic aspects, related with them, in centuries to come. Looking backwards or looking forward to the next millenium la longue durée reveals that neither the physical geography nor financial resources but often cultural traditions and psychological attitudes determine which importance gardens and horticulture have gained. For economic and earthcare reasons both ought to be more supported in Latin America. As already mentioned above, Latin Americans might not notice their species -and cultivar-poor gardens and parks. However, at least the plant loving Mexicans and probably quite a few more Latin Americans would integrate some innovations with pleasure.
The sensous garden, for touching, for sight, for sound, for taste, for fragrance or for reflection, also in Latin America could be combined with the seasonal garden or the evening garden, relying on native plants and on plants from other parts of the world 31 not to mention gardens created to reflect the geographical and botanical diversity of the continent. The incredible wealth of what plants and gardens have to offer bypasses Latin America to a large degree. Can more appreciation or different attitudes be taught? Gardens and horticulture offer new opportunities, as carriers of often profound pleasure and as stimulus for economic enterprise. Corresponding research could assist to developjoy-intensive and ecologically more appropriate horticulture and garden design -also in Latin America.
